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ASSIGNING A MASS TO EACH PHONATION:

Identifying mass in each phonation gives singers a way of balancing their singing and prevents the body from pushing

and constricting. Learning to perceive your singing in the context of “mass”, empowers the singer and gives command

and control back to the body, instead of the body commanding and controlling you.

TRAINING BRIDGING & CONNECTING SKILLS:

TVS Methodology focuses hard and fast on teaching students the skills they need and want the most; learning to

seamlessly bridge the vocal break and sing high notes with convincing, full tone. TVS is recognized as the world

leader in developing techniques and training routines to develop these two critical skills.

TRAINING WORK FLOWS: 

TVS Methodology groups physical and acoustic components that make up a high performance singing voice.

 Anecdotal and metaphoric voice teaching ideas have no place in the TVS Phonation Package, the sum total of all the

technical components that need to be understood and trained to achieve a high performance singing voice. When you

know the top technical details that are needed to sing great, the act of vocal training no longer remains a mystery and

the details of what you are suppose to be listening for and working on are clear. The mission becomes clear and to the

point.

A “work flow” is the sequential steps to any process. TVS Training Work flows are training and practice routines that

sort the technical components of a “high performance phonation” into sequential steps to maximize efficiency in
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training.  The process of training vocal technique is radically improved and progress accelerated when training

routines are clarified with training work flows. (step 1, step 2, step 2, etc).

MASTERY OF SPECIALIZED ONSETS:

In voice technique language, “onset” means the beginning. TVS has developed essential, specialized onsets, or ways

of beginning your singing, that are used to isolate key muscles for strength building and coordination. These same

specialized onsets are also used by TVS students to trouble-shoot vocal problems. The TVS Specialized Onsets are a

cornerstone to TVS Methodology.

FORMANT TUNING:

Training formants is the deepest mystery in all vocal technique because it tends to be very complicated to understand.

TVS Methodology has developed a practical way to understand and train vocal formants without the complication.

When training TVS, spectrum software is also utilized to engage the benefits of learning with the power of vision.

When you can see the colors and harmonics of your voice in real time, you can more quickly tune your voice and get

tangible results quicker.

VOCAL MODES – PHYSICAL & ACOUSTIC:

TVS is one of a very few Methodologies that has embraced the practice of modal pedagogy, or the practice of

categorizing vocal sounds into unique physical and acoustic “modes” for the purpose of creating more understanding

the physiology configurations and acoustics of the singing voice and how to teach singing technique. Physical modes

are categories of physical configurations that the voice is inclined to configure into. Understanding the TVS physical

vocal modes, opens new understanding on the physiology and mechanics of how the voice works for singing. The

TVS Acoustic modes are specific groupings of vowels that are characterized by similarities in their resonant

positioning in the vocal tract and how they optimize the formant for singing. These vowel groupings also produce

specific sound colors which become a critical consideration for the vocal artist for expression and creative

interpretation.

VOWEL MODIFICATION FORMULAS & TRAINING ROUTINES:

TVS is the only vocal training Method to take the practice of vowel modification to a whole new level by introducing

vowel modification formulas to accompany the training routines found in “The Four Pillars of Singing”. The TVS

Method teaches how to use vowel modification for the purpose of training smooth register bridging and resistance

training to build strength and coordination for singing. Vowel modification formulas are used to help vowel work in

training. The TVS Vowel modification formulas are also used for resistance training to build more muscle strength,

dexterity and coordination through the vocal passaggio, an approach to vowel modification not found in any other

program. Lastly, TVS teachers and students learn how to apply their knowledge of vowel modification to singing,

resulting in a incredible release of construction and understanding of one of the most important secrets to great

singing.

TRAINING WITH AMPLIFICATION:

From the beginning, a TVS has always championed the benefits found in training contemporary students with

amplification. Apart from learning how to use the microphone and the tools of the trade, training with amplification

increases the ability to hear the harmonic colors in singing and helps make vocal training fun, energetic and exciting.

 

The Results from TVS Training:
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Seamless Bridging of the chest & head voice  for incredible range and freedom from strain.

Replace Falsetto (windy) vocal sounds in the head voice with a full and convincing sound.

Learn how to produce vocal distortion (rasp) without damaging your voice while sounding incredible.

Learn how to command and control your formant with vowel modification to gain an advantage by really

understanding how the acoustics of singing works.

Lean about vocal modes; physical modes that represent unique physical configurations of the larynx and

acoustic modes, “packages” of technical components that influence sound color and creative interpretation.

Accelerated training progress from the TVS Training Work Flows. The step by step training routines found

only in TVS Methodology  make training efficient and easy to understand.

Learn how to rapidly accelerate your physical strength and coordination for singing by learning The

TVS Specialized Onsets, and learn how to use the TVS onsets to trouble-shoot vocal problems.

TVS students train from the renown, comprehensive TVS training program titled, “The Four Pillars of

Singing” (TFPOS Table of Contents). TFPOS offers training routines that tell you exactly what to do, how to do

it and how much. Over 382 audio and high definition video files exceeding over 6.5 GB of training content

accompany a 400 page, full color book. “The Four Pillars of Singing” is unmatched in the industry for its quality

and quantity of content. “The Four Pillars of Singing” enjoys 100%, 5-star reviews from amazon.com and the

TVS store from real clients of TVS. Click on the link above and read the reviews!

Learn how to use spectrum software to create stability in your singing and produce rich overtones in

the voice that can literally amaze audiences from any genre’. Larynx dampening is one of the biggest secrets to

making your voice sound beautiful, powerful, soulful and sonorous. It is probably the most important key to

excellence in sound color and timbre in your singing.

Learn the difference between “Light Mass Singing” vs “Medium Mass Singing” and why this may be the missing

link that will unlock the “pushing” in your singing and set your voice free in less than 10 minutes.

Understand the physiological and acoustic components required to produce a high performance

phonation and then learn how to train those components into sequential training work flows to create a level of

muscle memory, power and balance never before seen from any other vocal training system in the world.

 

What is the Vocalist Studio?

About TVS: The Vocalist Studio offers one of the leading voice techniques and methodologies in the world for

contemporary voice study. Robert Lunte and has developed one of the most innovative sets of techniques and

products for singers recognized anywhere. In particular, TVS training will unveil the mystery of how the voice really

works and show you a path to results that were missing in other vocal programs. For beginners of singing, TVS

establishes the best foundation for singers that seek to get serious about their training and finally experience results.

Most beginning students enjoy huge results in less than 30-90 days of serious training. For experienced students,

TVS is the first choice to take what you know about singing technique to the next level. Many people that have spent

time training other, remedial programs, come to TVS for more challenging and advanced instruction. Always cutting

the edge of innovation and technology, TVS is an innovator in the industry and is setting new standards on what voice

training can be and how it can be delivered. If you are interested in unlocking the mystery and confusion around vocal

technique and finally get results. TVS has the answers for you. Below are common questions people ask about
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training TVS Methodology.

Does TVS Train Beginners?

Yes, we take singers from all levels of experience, beginners to touring professionals.

What are the most important skills singers really need to train?

All singers have unique needs and wants according to their style and artistic interests, however at The Vocalist Studio

we believe that all singers need and want two primary skills that can only be learned through vocal training. The two

skills are referred to as “Bridging & Connecting”.

Simply stated, “bridging” is the ability to sing seamlessly from the chest voice to the head voice without experiencing

any vocal strain (activation of the constrictor muscles) or struggling with vocal instability, commonly referred to as

“vocal breaking”. In order to sing seamlessly, students of singing technique must master the skill of “bridging” the two

primary vocal registers. TVS is recognized foremost for being the ‘go to’ method to experience quick results

with register bridging.

After bridging skills are developed, singers must then learn to “connect” in the head voice. “Connecting” is a TVS term

that refers to training the ability to sing in the head voice without sounding weak, windy or with a feminine, undesirable

Falsetto sound. Falsetto vocal mode is the natural instinct for the body when singing or producing any vocal sound in

the head voice. Therefore, singers must train to replace this sound with a new, exotic vocal mode known as “vocal

twang” that makes the head voice sound like a chest voice belt. Learning to “connect” is learning to master an illusion

that makes the audience think that the singer is singing high notes in their speech voice, when in fact, they are singing

with an exotic vocal mode known as “twang”. Twang vocal mode is further accompanied by specialized larynx

dampening positions, formant tuning and the proper use of vowels to produce the desired, full “chest-like” effect in the

head voice. TVS techniques and training routines are the world’s leading techniques to achieve muscular

strength and coordination for incredible head voice work. Learning to “bridge and connect” is the backbone of

your trained skills as a singer and is the main purpose of vocal training in the first place.

How do I know if I am getting what I need from my vocal training?

If you are currently engaged in a vocal training program that has not introduced you to the concepts of “bridging” the

voice registers, and you are not making progress after practicing approximately 30-90 days, your training is not going

to work for you. To truly get amazing gains, you must be engaged in vocal training that does address topics of

discussion such as; “vocal modes”, “tuning formants”, “learning to Twang”, “intrinsic anchoring”, “laryngeal

dampening”, “vowel modification”, training with “specialized onsets” and offers training content (scales &

workouts) to practice with. Training programs that do not discuss these concepts and do not offer you

training content to practice, will not help you to achieve the the bridging and connecting mission of good

vocal training.

Additionally, if you are involved in voice training that advocates concepts such as, “keeping the larynx balanced” or

“neutral” at all times, regardless of genre’ and style, you simply are not going to get the strength in your intrinsic

musculature to ever sing full “chest-like” head voice sounds. “Sing like you Speak” methods that claim that great

singing can be achieved with physical configurations equal to speech are completely, utterly wrong. The way we use

the voice when we sing singing is radically different in physiology and acoustics from the way we use the

voice when we speak.  Also, very common to “sing like you speak” training methods, is the introduction of fear

regarding the feeling of any musculature in the larynx when training. If you are practicing a method that has you

feeling reluctant to contract muscle and feel movement in your larynx when your training, you are on a path that has

long since been proven obsolete.

Train with programs and teachers that regularly publish books, blogs and are involved in research of not one, but all



vocal training methods and ideas. Any program that claims to have all the answers for any and all situations is

delusional and arrogant. Chances are, that same arrogance is preventing that program from learning what it needs to

learn to evolve and adapt to a rapidly changing industry of ideas and techniques.

Lastly, train with voice teachers that can demonstrate and produce the vocal sounds they are teaching. If your voice

teacher cannot lead by example, then how can you expect that same person to be able to teach you how to do it?

How long will it take before I begin to see progress in my singing?

It is very common for a TVS student to experience an exponential leap forward in range, power and quality of

sound in as little as 30-60 days, for many people, much earlier. At TVS, we hold a high value in accelerated

learning; we capitalize on your strengths and dive right into your weaknesses. By doing so, we create an agenda that

is the quickest path to success for your individual voice. At TVS, we know the best way to insure a lasting working

relationship, is to get the client what they need and want as soon as possible and let the world hear it.

Ok, how do I begin my training at TV?

We recommend that you start by investing in a copy of “The Four Pillars of Singing” (The New Student Package) and

immediately begin consuming the content and start training! For students that are ready for a more serious

commitment, private lessons with Robert Lunte at TVS studios in Seattle, WA USA and over skype web cam are

available. Also, consider the “Training Intensive” programs as well as the “TVS Consultation” service.

http://www.thevocaliststudiostore.com/The-Four-Pillars-of-Singing-3-Lessons-with-Robert-Lunte-SAVE-150_p_44.html

Thank you for downloading the TVS Methodology PDF!  

We want to give you a $20 savings on your purchase of "The Four Pillars of Singing”! 

TFPOS enjoys a 100%, 5-Star reviews on amazon.com and the TVS store from real customers around the world.


Put This Address Into Your Web Browser:
http://tinyurl.com/TVS-TheFourPillarsofSinging-DD

When you see "Apply Discount Code", enter the code below:

“ tvsvocalathlete20 “
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